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SUMMARY 
Vibration investigations were made of two blade cascades in 
wind tunnels and of blades operated in the NACA 24-inch supersonic 
compressor. The results shoved that the blade vibrations were pree-
ent at all tunnel and compressor air velocities and were influenced 
primarily by tunnel design, simulated centrifugal loading, surging, 
angle of attack , and possible critical Mach numbers. 
The highest stress amplitude observed in the tunnel tests was 
± 39 , 600 pounds per square inch, single amplitude, at a Mach number 
of 0 . 81. The maximum. recorded stress in the operating compressor ¥e.S 
± 23 ,250 pounds per square inch, single amplitude, at a Mach number 
of 0 .71 4; i n t he supersonic range, the maximum recorded stress was 
± 14,500 pounds per square inch, single amplitude, at a Mach number 
of 1.41. 
INTRODUCTION 
An axial-flow compressor that utilizes supersonic shock waves 
t o convert velocity into pressure is very promising aerodynamically 
bec ause it ~roduces a high pressure rise per stage while maint~ 
hi gh mass flow and good OVer-all efficiency (reference 1). Mech-
anically , however , the supersonic compressor produces many problema 
because of the h i gh peripheral speeds and the extreme susceptibili~ 
t o vibration resulting from its relatively thin blades. 
For the NACA 24-inch supersonic compressor, the originally 
pr oposed blades were 3 inches long, only 0.048 inch thick, and had 
appr oximately 2~-inCh chords. The use of a shroud to restrain the 
vibration amplitude of the thin blades was planned, but the attachment 
of the ' sln-oud presented a very difficult problem. Prel1.m.:1nary inves-
tigations of shrouds, both 1-relded end riveted, were made at the 
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NACA Langley laboratory. Mechanical difficulties resulted even 
though these units were tested in Freon-12, a commercial refrig-
erant, which reduced the centrifugal stress to one-fourth the stress 
produced in air at equivalent Mach numbers. The most desirable solu-
tion structurally, though impractical in terms of production, appeared 
to be the construction of the disk, the shroud, and the blades from 
one piece. The i~~erently low damping properties of this type of con-
struction, however, further increased the vibration problem. 
Vibration i nvestigations were therefore undertaken at the NACA 
Cleveland la~oratory of blade cascades in wind tunnels and of blades 
opera,teo. in the NACA supersonic corepressor to oetennine the effect 
of blade thickness, centrifugal force, demping, angle of attack, and 
surginB. The data al'e presented in the form. of c'\)X'Ves ano. photogre.phs. 
Aerodynamic data £':rom t he tomel tests and compressor performance data 
are not included herein but are available in references 2 and 3. 
VIBRATION llNESTlGATION OF BLADE CASCADES 
Inasmuch as the problem of vibration seemed probable in the 
proposed design, an investigation of blade cascades in a supersonic 
Wind. tUIL1'lel was considered as a means of predicting the vibration charac-
teristics of the blades in the compressor. Therefore, while the NACA 
24-inch supersonic compressor was being fabricated at the laboratory, 
such an investigation was made. 
Apparatus 
Tvo supersonic blade cascades of one-piece construction were 
used in the investi~ation. One, a three-blade cascade was made pri-
marily for devE!loping the machining techniClUB to be used on the final 
r otor, and the second, a five-blade cascade, Was made to investigate 
vibration and aero oJ'Il8lIl-i c' characteristics of the design blade. The 
blades of the three-blade cascade ( four passages) had radial elements 
with twist along the spen of the blades. The five-blade cascade hed 
four passages with the outer blades instrumented with static-pressure 
tubes to obtain aerodynamic data. The profile of the blade was 
similar to that of the hub section of the blade to be used in the 
actua l co~pressor (fig. 1). The blades were machined with parallel 
elements and without twist to produce rectangular air passages. The 
original design blades for both cascades (fig. 1) had a uniform 
thickness of 0 .024 inch with a wedge section having a height of 
0 .024 inch, the maximum thickness totaling 0.048 inch. 
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Two supersonic wind tunnels were used in the investieation, one 
because it was readily available end the other, which was used later, 
was designed specifically for the five-blade cascade. The first 
tunnel was .of a closed-throat type in which the three-blade cascade 
was mounted. The second tunnel was an open-jet type (fig. 2) with 
the tunnel discharge area coinciding with the passage area between 
the outer hlo blades of the five-blade cascade. Two nozzles were pro-
vided for the open-jet tunnel; one nozzle was designed to produce a 
!vlach nmnber of 1.3.5, the design Mach nuniber of the blade-root section, 
and the other nozzle was designed to produce a Mach number of 1.62, 
the de~ign Nach number of the blade-tip section. This tunnel was 
designed and built in the Applied Compressor Research Section of the 
Cleveland laboratory. 
A speciel. loadi.ng freme was febrice.ted, which supported the 
five-ble.de cascade in the open-jet tunnel end elso tensioned the 
bla.des by means of 16 bolts to simulate the centrifugal force imposed 
on the blades during compressor operation. 
A 12-channel amplifier end recording OSCillograph were used to 
obtain permanent records of the signals from the strain gages mounted 
on the blades. The amplitude-stress relation of the signals was 
checked by using two cal.ibration means: (1) a signal of known voltage, 
end (2) a signal from a similar gage mounted on a cantilever bar that 
was oscillated through known deflecti on. The stress at the gage lOCa-
tion on the cantilever was determined by direct calculation and by 
interpolation from. strain measurements made With special equipment 
for this purpose. 
Procedure 
The first vibration tests were made ,,11th the three-blade cascade 
in a closed-throat tunnel. These tests indicated that the blades were 
very susceptible to vibration through a consid.erable range of air veloc-
ities. The tunnel ' was designed for e. Mach number of 1.8, but the 
choking caused b y the presence of the cascade limited the operation 
to a Mach number slightly above unity. Moreover, the mass of metal 
supporting the tip and base of the blades could. set up bow-e.nd-shock 
waves, which may have influenced the v1bre.tiona. In view of these 
lilnitations, the data were questionable, but other preliminary exper-
iments to determine such factors as location of the best strain-gage 
position and sand patterns of vibre.tion modes proved valuable in 
directing further experimentation. 
The five-blade eascade was instrumented with strain gages on 
the three center ble.des end measurements were taken while the cascade 
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was subjected to the fullest air-velocity range of wh i ch the open-
jet tunrlel was capable. Simultaneous signals were recorded from 
the three instrumented blades and analyzed to determine vibratory 
stress and possible phase relation between vibrations of adjacent 
blades. Al l vibration signals were corrected for the frequency 
response of the recording equipment. 
The first part of the investigation of the blades was made 
with the thiclmes s of the uniform section increased to three times 
the original de s ign thickness, which, including the wedge, gave a 
maximum th ickness of 0 . 096 inch. Addi tional runs were made after 
the uniform section had been progressively machined to give maxi-
mum thiclmesses of 0 .072 inch, 0.060 inch , and 0.048 inch. Before 
each run, the b l ades were uniformly tensioned by means of the 
16 bolts in the loading frame. The tension stress was measured by 
expendable gages located on t he mid span at the leading and trailing 
edges and at the mid-Chord position of the three center blades to 
give the desired uniform blade stress. The 0.096- i nch-thick blades 
were stressed to 45 ,000 pounds per square incb, the limit imposed 
by the bolt strength . The blades of the other tlliclmesses were 
loaded to '60 ,000 pounds per squar e inch, the average centrifugal 
blade stres s at rated compressor speed. 
Vibration surveys were conducted on the blades in both tbe 
tensioned and untensioned conditions using both nozzles in each con-
dition. Higbes t vibratory stresses were observed at a Mach nt~ber 
of approximately 0 . 8; consequently, tests on the 0.048-inch-thick 
blades vTere conducted once more with a tension of 23,000 pounds per 
sqtmre .incb, corresponding to the centrifugal stress at the speed 
tha t would produce air speeds of a Macb number of 0.8. All Mach 
numbers reported are of the air velOCity at tbe entrance to tbe 
blade cascade . 
The damping of the one-piece construction employed is inherently 
very low but was greatly . increased by the supporting and loading of 
the cascade. It was therefore necessary to evaluate this added vari-
ahle. The i ncreased damping effect was determined by the analysis 
of vibrat ion die-away curves made of tbe cascade wbile suspended by 
thin wires, while i n the loading frame, and while mounted in the loading 
frame i n the tunnel. 
I n order t o verify tbe necessity of the shroud, the tips of the 
bludes of t he five- bl ade cascade were cut free from the sbroud and 
aga i n mounted within the open-jet t unnel and subjected to a range 
of air veloc ities. 
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Discussion and Results 
The data presented are results of the five-blade cascade tests 
and ml~t be regarded as having ~imited accuracy because of the natur~ 
of the blade vibrations and the uncontrollable factors affecting these 
vibrations. For example, the amplitude of vibration is very irregular 
as illustrated by a representative signal shown in figure 3. The maxi-
mllIn. amplitude on the record is the one used for further analysis and, 
during the period of exposing the film, usually 1/2 second,peak vibra-
tions may not have been present. In order to obtain a greater degree 
of accuracy, considerable film would have to be exposed for each oper-
ating condition. Furthennore, the location of the gage proved to be 
extremely critical and it Was impractical to reuse the same gage for 
all runs. The data seemed to consist of scattered groups of points; 
hOlolever, by averaging several points for each condition, very definite 
trends were indicated. 
The galvanometer elements of the recording oscillograph respond 
differently to different frequencies, and therefore a correction 
factor was applied to the observed stress to eliminate the effect 
of the difference between blade frequency and calibrator frequency. 
A second correction factor involving total damping was applied to 
the final data. An anelysis of the vibration die-aWay curve showed 
that by supporting the blade cascade in the loading frame the damping 
increaseo_ and thereby reduced the vibration amplitude. The proposed 
one-piece compressor construction, it is believed, has damping prop-
erties closely resembling those of the one-piece blade cascade sus-
pended independently of the loading frame. 
~le aerodynamic damping inherent in the system could not be 
evaluated. This type of damping may help to decrease vibration 
amplitude in the compressor or it may increase amplitude by becoming 
negative, as in the Case of classic flutter. If the aerodJnamic 
damping present in the tunnel tests is nearly equal to that which 
'nll occur in the compressor in service, the vibration characteristics 
determined in the tunnel should give a good indication of those present 
in the campressor~ 
The highest vibratory stress measured in the tunnel with the five-
blade cascade was a single amplitude stress of ±39,600 pounds per square 
inch. T'nis peak stress Was observ:ed at a total thickness of 0.060 inch 
'With the blade untensioned, with the high-velocity nozzle, and at a 
M9.ch number of 0 .8. With all data points averaged (fig. 4) for both 
the tensioned and. untensioned conditions regardless of Mach number, 
the stress LDcreased with reduction in blade thickness and therefore 
the highest measured stress (39,600 Ibs/sq in.) should have occurred 
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in the O. 048-inch- thick , not the O. 060-inch-t.hick blade. The expla-
nation fol' the apparent cliscl'epency is present in f igure 5 on the 
records for the O. 048- inch- thick blade. A higher-mode vibrat ton Was 
being exci ted only in the untensioned O. 048-inch-thlck blade along 
,fi th the fundamental mode, 'fhich predoroinated in the other thick-
I'..esses and loading conditions. The higher mode absol'oed part of the 
enel'gy excIting the f undamental mode and thus reduced the amplitude 
of the blade vibration. 
The effect of the two nozzles on the vibratol'Y stress Is" sho~ 
in figu::ce 4 .. The nozzle desigIlBd for a Hach number of 1.62 produced 
emplitudes and stresses appl'oximately twice as large as those pro-
duced by the nozzle w"i th a Mach number of 1.35. Flow conditions in 
the actual compressol' rrtf3Y be much better than those in the tUl'mel, 
because the inlet section is designed for the air velocities expected 
and flolf will be subsonic until it reaches the blades. Because noz-
zle characteristics have such a decided effect on blade vibrations, 
it can be doduced that the vibrations in the compressor blades might 
be lmfer tllan in the cascades. 
Blade tension has the greatest effect on the blade vibration, 
as is shown by figure 6. 1"4 can be seen that in the untensioned 
blade of O.096-inch thickness, practically no stress amplitude was 
observed; this fact is probably explained by the difference in damping 
due to the mass ratio of the blade and the remainder of the system. 
Also, the blade stiffness was increased because of its thickness, 
which affects the transfer of vibration energy. When the blade was 
tensioned, the added damping was removed and a higher stress resulted. 
The damping correction factors were based only on results of the 
thinnest blade and consequently did not include correction for mass 
ratio and rigidity effects. 
All ~~, regardless of blade thickness, blade tension, or nozzle, 
showed similar vibration response to the Mach number range. Repres ent-
8.tlve cu::cves of stress :9lotted against Bach number are shown in 
figu::ce 7. The gege on blade 3 was better located with respect to 
maximum vibratory stress than those on blades 1 and 2 and ~~e dif-
ference in st!'ess is not necessarlly an indication that this blade 
vibrated Vii. th higher amplitude. In some of the first runs, "blade 1 
shmfed higher stress than Was simultaneously indicated fol' the other 
UfO blades. The results of the mol'e favorable location of the straLn 
gege (on blade 3) is also shown in figure 8. This figure Was plotted 
from data obtained with a static-strain measuring bridge, the strain 
present havir~ been produced by mechanically deflecting the blade in 
- -- ------------
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the center of the span at the leading edge. From this curve, the 
vibration amplitude present can be estimated for any observed stress 
in the 0.04S-inch-thick blade. 
The mode of vibration being excited is a slightly distorted 
first torsionel mode, as is indicated by the sand pattern (fig. 9). 
The num.erice..l frequency of the illustrated mode of vibration Is less 
than t.."l1e frequency of t..h.e first bending mode. The blade is therefore 
:partic-ule.;rly susceptible to flutter because the lowest natural fre-
quency is generally the easiest to excite, and flutter generally 
involves torsiOl~ vibrations. The leading and trailing edges in 
the center of the span possess the hl~lest amplitude and the highest 
stresses ar e located near the blade root end tip e.t the lead:tne afla. 
t:CF.J.Hi.ng edges. This fact is substantiated by the resu-Its of the 
eJC1)erim.ents on gege location. UnfortuJ1.'3.tely, the strain gege has 
fliLite size, tho~l snall, ~~d therefore cannot be located at the 
point of m,~im:'Jrn stress, "'hich is probably at the e~e of the blade. 
F'l)xthenllOre , the 38ge averages the stress over the srn.all area. 
The possibility that contra.ction and expansion of the passage 
between adjacent blades might be the cause of the apparent vibration 
"WaS L"'1.Vestigated. The possibility ,Tas elininated because simultaneous 
si~s frOIil. .'id.jacent blades ~Nere not 1800 out of phase as would be 
reqtli.red to produce this result. On the cont~ary, there appeared to 
be no relation bebmen tbe pl"tases or the amplitudes of vibration of 
adjacent blades. 
The effects of bl l;'.de tension and b18.0.e thic!mess on f'requency 
are 3..'lmffi in figures 10 Elnr1. 11, respectively. The increase of the 
fiJ.'st torsiolV'~ mode frequency caused by apply.I.ng .tension is some-
whe.t greater th1:lll was expected .• 
The si@Lificance of all the results obtained in the t~iel runs 
ie "best illustrated in figure 12. The values for the rnaxim.um allow·able 
single-amplitude vibratory stress were calculated from the modified 
Goodman aie{JX'e!ll cor-.cesponding to the rotor material hardness of a 
Brine11 hardness number of 363 in reference 4. T"ne abscissa., rat.."'1.er 
th'3n being marked off in mean w"Orkln(s stresses, which in the case 
of the comDressor ar6 c9ntrifuga1 and bending stresses, is graduated 
in Mach numbers, thus enabling in:nnediate correla.tion with tunnel data. 
None of t..."'1.e observed peak stresses exceeded the maximum ellowable limite. 
Therefore compressor blades of the proposed design should be able to 
attain full operating speeds without blade failure caused by vibratory 
stresses, provided that no stress-concentration factors are introduced 
during fabrication or operation. All peak stresses observed for 
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0. 072-inch and O.096-inch thickness were less than 20,000 pounds per 
square inch and consequently do not appear on figure 12. 
During t.1.e .turmel investigation of the unshrouded blades, the 
strain 3~es 'luickly failed. Visual inspection of the blades showed 
the leadine edges to be vibratine wit.1. tip amplitudes of approximately 
1/2 inch. Observation of the motion under stroboscopic light showed 
the blacle to be fluttering violently in the first torsional canti-
lever mode of vibration. When the model Was removed from the tunnel 
after a short period of such operation, one of the blades was cracked 
over 30 percent of the chord length from both the leading and the 
trailing edges (fig. 13). In figure 13(a), the progression of the 
crack through the strain gage indicates proper location of the gage 
t o measure maximum vibratory stresses. 
VIBR~TION SURVEY OF COMPRESSOR 
In view of the results from. the tunnel rune, the compressor 
rotor was completed as originally proposed except that the blades 
were made. 0.060 inch instead of 0.048 inch thick. The aerod.snam1c 
tests conducted in the tunnels simultaneously with vibration surveys 
indicated satisfactory operation with the thicker blades. Also, 
vibration conditions were improved and blade stresses caused by the 
centrifugal shroud load were reduced by use of the thicker blade. 
Extreme caution Was exercised in finishing the rotor to remove all 
nicks and scratches that might cause failure by introducing stress 
concentration. 
Apparatus and Procedure 
The compressor (reference 3) was instrumented with strain gages 
to warn against sustained operation at a condition of excessive stress 
not duplicated in the free-jet tunnel. Two active gages, attached 
at the leading edge and 'near the base of diametrically opposite blades, 
were used to measure vibratory stres ses . Balance gages forming the 
inactive bridge arms of the electric measuring circuit were mounted 
under the overhanging rim of the disk, as shown in figure 14. An 
IS-ring, slip-ring assembly was used to transfer the strain signal 
from the rotor to the recording e'luipment. Two rings per conductor 
were utilized to minimize slip-ring interference. 
The rotor was investigated in a 9000-horsepower variable-component 
compressor setup. The inlet and the discharge of the compressor were 
connected to laboratory facilities that permitted thorough investigation 
of all operating variables such as air temperature, mass flow, air 
density, and inlet and discharge pressures. 
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The vibration survey Was conducted by continually observing 
the vibration traces on oscilloscopes and by recording the stresses 
indicated at test points by means of a recording oscillograph. At . 
each tes~ point, the records were analyzed to determine the stress 
amplitude, frequency of vibration, and the rotor speed of the cam-
pressor. The tensile stress in the blade, due to centrifUgal force, 
was measured by utilizing an active strain gage and a bride;e circuit 
sensitive only to the steady-state stress in order to verify the cal-
culated high stress and possible stress concentration at the blade 
root. 
The Mach numbers reported are of the air flow relative to the 
blades at the rotor entrance. 
Discussion and Results 
The results of wind-tunnel investigation on cascades were veri-
fied by those obtained with the compressor rotor. The COllI.PreS8or 
invest:!eation showed that the blades are subjected to flutter vibra-
ti?ns throuehout the complete speed range of the unit. No critical 
speeds were noted, mainly because the compressor was installed with-
out inlet guide vanes or diffuser vanes. When these vanes are incor-
porated into the unit, they ma:y introduce pressure variations and 
and turbulence causing strong vibrational excitation. The data indi-
cate that the vibration amplitude Was influenced principally by 
increasing the angle of attack in either positive or negative direc-
tions (figo 15). The operating variables previously mentioned had 
__ no clecided effect on the vibration, although a sustained vibration 
. Was noted at a Mach number of about 0.7, which ma:y be close to the 
critical Mach number for the airfoil design. The formation of shook 
waves within the blade pass8Be produced no noticeable effect on the 
vibration amplitude. When a condition of surge Was produced in the 
compressor, the blades fluttered violently in a pulsating manner. 
A typical record of this vibration is shown in figure 16. The blades 
vibrated in the fundamental torsional mode, the f'requency of which 
increased with rotor speed, as shown in figure 17. Because the blade 
f'reqt1.encies are nearly equal throughout the rotor, a beat f'requency 
can occur and a typical example of this beat f'requency is shown in 
figure 1 8 . Figure l8( a) show's a record of the blade vibration While 
the compressor was in operation. Figure l8(b) shows a vibration as 
a result of air passing through the stationary rotor. At this con-
Ci.i tion severe vibrations have been observed and, in view of the data, 
can be attributed to the blades being situated at high angles of 
attack. 
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The stress amp 11 tude was calculated from the maximum signal height 
on the record. The maximum single amp 11 tude stress recorded was 
±23,250 pounds per square inch at a rotor speed of 7770 rpm, a Mach 
number of 0.714 ·, and an effective angle of attack of 130 36 I. How-
ever, the vibratory stresses encountered at higher speeds are of more 
significance because of the higher superimposed tensile stresses. A 
single amplitude stress of ±14,500 pounds per square inch was recorded 
at 15,600 rpm at surge, although at the same speed below surge, stresse8 
of 3000 to 4000 pounds per square inch were encountered. A plot of 
the measured tensile stress due to centrifugal force is presented in 
figure 19 together with the calculated stress. The difference between 
the measured and the calculated stress is due primarily to the stress 
concentration at the gage location and slight strain of the inactive 
gages as well as a temperature gradient between the rotor rim and the 
blade root. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the stress is high and 
that the superimposed vibratory stress is limited. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
From a vibration investigation of a supersonic blade cascade in 
a supersonic open-jet wind tunnel and of blades operated in a compressor, 
the foU.owing results Were obtained: 
1. Cascade test data showed good correlation with those of blades 
in the compressor. 
2. Peak vibratory stresses of ±39,600 pounds per square inch, 
single amplitude, at a Mach number of 0.81 and ±23,250 pounds per 
sq~ inch, single amplitude, at a Mach number of 0.714 were observed 
in the wind tunnel and the compressor, respectively. 
3. Increasing blade thickness or tensiOning reduced vibratory 
stress. 
4. At a Mach numbe:r of 1.41, the maximum. recorded stress 'Was 
±14,500 pounds per square inch, single amplitude. 
5. High effective angles of attack, negative or positive, induced 
vibrations at all compressor speeds. 
6. Severe vibration of the blades occurred when air was passed 
through the stationary compressor. 
Flight Propulsion Research Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for AeronautiCS, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
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Figure 9. - Sand pattern showing distorted first torsional mode of vibration in 
supersonic-compressor blade in cascade. 
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(a) Leading edge. 
Figure 13. - Failure of unshrouded blade in cascade. 
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(b) Trailing edge. 
Fi gure 13. - Concluded. Failure of unahrouded blade 1n cascade. 
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Figure 14. - Strain gages mounted on supersonic compressor. 
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Figure 16. - Oscillograph records showing typical strain-gage signals of supersonic-
compressor blade. 
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(a) Strain-gage signal of fluttsr at 6950 rpm. 
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(b) Strain-gage signal of flutter due to air passing through stationary rotor blades. 
Figure 18. - Oscillograph records of blade vibration showing possible effect of beat 
frequency. 
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